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Abstract. Retrospective and prospective epidemiologic studies suggest that enhanced coffee/caffeine intake during aging reduces
risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Underscoring this premise, our studies in AD transgenic mice show that long-term caffeine
administration protects against cognitive impairment and reduces brain amyloid-� levels/deposition through suppression of
both �- and �-secretase. Because coffee contains many constituents in addition to caffeine that may provide cognitive benefits
against AD, we examined effects of caffeinated and decaffeinated coffee on plasma cytokines, comparing their effects to caffeine
alone. In both A�PPsw+PS1 transgenic mice and non-transgenic littermates, acute i.p. treatment with caffeinated coffee greatly
and specifically increased plasma levels of granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (GCSF), IL-10, and IL-6. Neither caffeine
solution alone (which provided high plasma caffeine levels) or decaffeinated coffee provided this effect, indicating that caffeine
synergized with some as yet unidentified component of coffee to selectively elevate these three plasma cytokines. The increase
in GCSF is particularly important because long-term treatment with coffee (but not decaffeinated coffee) enhanced working
memory in a fashion that was associated only with increased plasma GCSF levels among all cytokines. Since we have previously
reported that long-term GCSF treatment enhances cognitive performance in AD mice through three possible mechanisms (e.g.,
recruitment of microglia from bone marrow, synaptogenesis, and neurogenesis), the same mechanisms could be complimentary
to caffeine’s established ability to suppress A� production. We conclude that coffee may be the best source of caffeine to protect
against AD because of a component in coffee that synergizes with caffeine to enhance plasma GCSF levels, resulting in multiple
therapeutic actions against AD.
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INTRODUCTION 29

A growing number of epidemiologic studies have 30

shown that higher levels of caffeine or coffee intake 31

during aging is associated with cognitive protection 32
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and decreased risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1–8].33

For example, Eskelinen and colleagues [6] found that34

mid-life coffee intake was associated with a large 65%35

decreased risk of dementia, while individuals with AD36

were found to have consumed less caffeine (based on37

questionnaires) during the two decades prior to dis-38

ease diagnosis compared to disease-free individuals39

[7]. Though informative, such epidemiologic studies of40

caffeine/coffee are problematic because retrospective41

studies are based on recall, while prospective (longitu-42

dinal) studies over decades are impractical.43

In studies involving AD models, work has focused44

almost exclusively on caffeine rather than coffee45

administration. In this context, we have demonstrated46

that long-term administration of a physiologic level of47

caffeine in drinking water protects young adult AD48

transgenic (A�PPsw) mice from memory impairment49

in older age [9], as well as reverses already-present cog-50

nitive impairment in aged AD transgenic mice [10].51

These robust protective and treatment effects of caf-52

feine across multiple cognitive domains were likely53

induced by caffeine’s profound ability to suppress both54

�- and �-secretase, resulting in decreased A� pro-55

duction and much lower brain A� levels/deposition56

[9, 10]. We have further extended these mechanistic57

findings by showing that 1) caffeine administration to58

transgenic mice increases brain PKA levels to reduce59

the Raf-1/NF�B inflammatory pathway, which nor-60

mally stimulates brain �-secretase, and 2) caffeine61

suppresses levels of GSK-3� (a key stimulator of62

�-secretase) in neuronal cell cultures [10]. Underscor-63

ing caffeine’s unique suppression of both enzymes64

involved in brain A� production are acute caffeine65

administration studies in AD transgenic mice, wherein66

we have found a single i.p. or oral treatment to67

induce reductions in both brain and plasma levels of68

A� within several hours [11]. Other complementary69

and/or linked mechanisms of caffeine action that could70

contribute to its cognitive benefits in AD mice are:71

1) caffeine’s ability to decrease hippocampal levels of72

pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., TNF-�, IL-12(p70),73

and IFN-�) [11], 2) caffeine’s beneficial effects on sig-74

nal transduction factors involved in neuronal plasticity75

and survival (Zeitlin et al., submitted for publication),76

and 2) caffeine’s ability to enhance brain mitochondrial77

function (Bradshaw et al., submitted for publication).78

To what extent blockade of brain adenosine receptors79

is involved in these mechanisms of caffeine action is80

not known. Our collective findings have led us to con-81

clude that caffeine is likely to be a multi-mechanistic,82

disease-modifying therapeutic against development of83

AD. Indeed, an entire special issue of the Journal of84

Alzheimer’s Disease (Supplement 1, 2010) has been 85

devoted to caffeine as a cognitive-enhancing therapeu- 86

tic against AD. 87

In addition to caffeine, coffee is rich in other 88

components that may complement or synergize with 89

caffeine’s actions to reduce risk of AD. For example, 90

coffee is high in dietary phenols such as chlorogenic 91

acid and caffeic acid that are antioxidants [12]. Indeed, 92

coffee’s “per serving” content of antioxidants is higher 93

than that of almost all other foods [13] and coffee is the 94

primary dietary source of antioxidants in the United 95

States [14]. Secondly, coffee has anti-inflammatory 96

properties through as-yet unidentified compounds that 97

are thought to be responsible for coffee’s reported risk 98

reduction of heart disease and several cancers [15, 16]. 99

Since brain oxidative stress/free radical damage and 100

chronic inflammation are critical pathophysiologic 101

processes in AD [17], coffee’s sizable content of 102

antioxidants and anti-inflammatory compounds could 103

counter both of these pathogenic processes and fur- 104

ther reduce risk of AD beyond that provided by dietary 105

caffeine alone. 106

To determine if the non-caffeinergic components 107

of coffee provide cognitive benefit over and above 108

that of caffeine, it is critical to compare the potential 109

of caffeine to coffee (both caffeinated and decaf- 110

feinated) for prophylactic effects against AD. The 111

present study is the first to compare the effects of caf- 112

feine to those of coffee in an AD-relevant study. In 113

so doing, we report a profound ability of an as-yet 114

unidentified component of coffee to synergize with caf- 115

feine, resulting in greatly enhanced plasma levels of 116

several beneficial cytokines. Of these, coffee-induced 117

elevations in plasma granulocyte-colony stimulat- 118

ing factor (GCSF) are particularly important since 119

exogenous GCSF treatment for several weeks to 120

AD transgenic mice greatly improves their cogni- 121

tive performance through multiple mechanisms (e.g., 122

recruitment of bone marrow cells, enhanced synap- 123

togenesis, increased neurogenesis) [18]. Thus, the 124

present study is the first to provide evidence that cof- 125

fee provides protective effects against AD that are not 126

possible with caffeine or decaffeinated coffee alone.
127

MATERIALS AND METHODS 128

Acute treatment study 129

Animals 130

Mice in the acute treatment study were inbred from 131

mating pairs originally obtained from The Jackson 132
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Laboratories (Stock #100010; Bar Harbor, Maine).133

All mice had a B6C3F1/J background derived from a134

cross between heterozygous mice carrying the mutant135

A�PPK670N, M671L gene (A�PPsw) with heterozy-136

gous mutant PS1 (Tg line 6.2) mice. This resulted137

in offspring consisting of mutant A�PPsw+PS1,138

A�PPsw, PS1, and non-transgenic (NT) genotypes.139

After weaning and genotyping, only A�PPsw+PS1140

and NT mice were selected for use in this acute141

study. All mice were maintained on a 12 h dark/12 h142

light cycle with ad libitum access to rodent chow143

and water. All animal procedures were performed in144

AAALAC-certified facilities with protocols approved145

by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee146

at the University of South Florida.147

General protocol148

At 6–8 months of age, a pre-treatment blood sample149

(0.1 cc) was taken via facial vein from A�PPsw+PS1150

(Tg) and NT mice. Samples were collected in EDTA151

tubes and centrifuged at 12,000 RPM for 3 min. Plasma152

was then transferred into new screw cap tubes and153

stored at –80◦C. At 10 days following the pre-treatment154

blood sample, 6–8 month old mice were injected intra-155

peritoneally with 200 �l of one of the following: saline,156

caffeine, un-concentrated coffee, concentrated coffee,157

or concentrated decaffeinated coffee (see next section158

for treatment preparations), with 6, 7 mice per treat-159

ment group. A post-treatment blood sample (0.2 cc)160

was taken 3 h thereafter, with plasma separated and161

then stored at –80◦C. Parenthetically, the pre-treatment162

blood sample could not be taken any closer to the163

post-treatment blood sample because of restrictions on164

frequency/volume of blood sampling in University of165

South Florida IACUC guidelines.166

Preparation of caffeine, coffee, and decaffeinated167

coffee168

Caffeine was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Sig-169

ma, St. Louis MO); Maxwell House regular and170

decaffeinated coffees (Kraft Foods) were purchased171

commercially. Caffeine was dissolved in 1xPBS at172

7.5 mg/ml concentration. For both caffeinated and173

decaffeinated coffee, 40 g of ground coffee was added174

to 300 ml double-distilled water. Coffee solutions were175

then heated to boiling, kept at boiling for 2 min, then176

filtered with a coffee filter into a clean container. For’177

“un-concentrated” coffee solution, 1.5 ml aliquots178

(containing 1.5 mg/ml caffeine) were put into 2 ml179

tubes and stored at –20◦C. For “concentrated” coffee180

and decaffeinated coffee solutions, 1.5 ml aliquots of181

brewed coffee were frozen at –80ºC and then put into182

a speed vac with tube lids open for 1 h (to concentrate 183

these solutions), after which their volume was brought 184

to 300 �l with sterile nanopure water. These “concen- 185

trated” coffee and decaffeinated coffee solutions were 186

then stored at –20◦C. On the day of treatment, con- 187

centrated coffee and decaffeinated coffee aliquots were 188

reconstituted to 300 �l (7.5 mg/ml caffeine for concen- 189

trated coffee) to keep all non-caffeinergic components 190

of coffee at the same concentration for both of these 191

treatments. Unconcentrated coffee aliquots were sim- 192

ply taken out from freezer and thawed. For the three 193

coffee treatment solutions containing caffeine, the 194

amount of caffeine administered for the acute i.p. injec- 195

tion of 200 �l was: un-concentrated coffee (0.3 mg), 196

concentrated coffee (1.5 mg), and concentrated decaf- 197

feinated coffee (0.06 mg). Prior to administration, the 198

pH of each solution was measured and adjusted to pH 199

5.3 (the pH of un-concentrated coffee). The amount 200

of caffeine administered for the caffeine and “concen- 201

trated” coffee treatment (1.5 mg) was equivalent to a 202

human intake of 500 mg caffeine (e.g., five 8-oz cups 203

of coffee). 204

Plasma cytokine measurement 205

In both pre-treatment and post-treatment plasma 206

samples, a total 12 cytokines and chemokines were 207

measured with Lumenix assay (GCSF, GM-CSF, 208

IFN-�, IL-1�, IL4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12(p40), IL-17, IP- 209

10, TNF�, and VEGF). Cytokine expression profiles 210

and levels were detected using the Bio-Rad Bio-Plex, 211

with reagents being ordered from Millipore as cus- 212

tomer kits (Millipore, CA). Samples and standards 213

were prepared using company protocols with the ini- 214

tial concentration of standards ranging from 32 ng/ml 215

to 1.95 pg/ml. Plasma samples were prepared for anal- 216

ysis by diluting 1 volume of the serum sample with 3 217

volumes of the Bio-Plex mouse sample diluent. Detail 218

procedures were performed by following the protocol 219

provided by the manufacture. Finally, the plates were 220

read. Each cytokine level was calculated based on its 221

own standard curve. 222

Plasma caffeine and theophylline detection 223

Plasma caffeine and theophylline concentrations 224

were measured in samples collected at 3 h following 225

treatment. ELISA Kits from Neogen (WI, USA) were 226

utilized, following the manufacture’s protocol. In brief, 227

the enzyme conjugate solution was prepared by dilut- 228

ing the 180× enzyme conjugate stock 1 to 180 in the 229

EIA buffer provided. Caffeine or theophylline was then 230

diluted with EIA buffer at two fold dilutions from 231

200 ng/ml to 0.39 ng/ml. Then 20 �l standard of each 232
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dilution was added into the coated plate. Plasma sam-233

ples were then diluted with EIA buffer, with 20 �l of234

this dilution added into the coated plate. Both stan-235

dard and samples were run in duplicate in the plate.236

Positive and negative controls of 20 �l were loaded to237

each plate. Then 180 �l of diluted drug-enzyme con-238

jugate was added into each well and mixed by gently239

shaking the plate. Plates were covered with plastic film240

and incubated at room temperature for 45 min. Dur-241

ing the incubation, a 10× wash buffer was diluted to242

1× with DI water and mixed thoroughly. Once incu-243

bation was completed, the liquid was dumped from244

the wells. Plates were then taped on a clean lint-free245

towel to remove any remaining liquid in the wells.246

Then each well was washed with 300 �l of diluted247

wash buffer 3 times. After completing the last wash248

step, the bottom of the wells was wiped with a lint-free249

towel to remove any liquid on the outside of the wells.250

Then 150 �l of the K-Blue Substrate was added to each251

well with a multi-channel pipette. The plate was then252

mixed by gently shaking, followed by incubation at253

room temperature for 5 to 20 min. To stop the enzyme254

reaction, 50 �l of red stop solution was added to each255

well and gently mixed. The absorbance was then mea-256

sured with plate reader (Synergy HT, Biotek, VT) at a257

wavelength of 650 nm. The absorbance was converted258

into concentration using Gen5 software.259

Plasma Aβ1-40 and Aβ1-42 determinations260

A� levels were detected by using ELISA kits261

(KHB3482 for 40, KHB3442 for 42, Invitrogen, CA).262

Standard and samples were mixed with detection anti-263

body and loaded on the antibody pre-coated plate as the264

designated wells. HRP-conjugated antibody was added265

after wash, and substrates were added for colorimetric266

reaction, which was then stopped with sulfuric acid.267

Optical density was obtained and concentrations were268

calculated according a standard curve.
269

Long-term treatment study270

Animals271

Mice used in the long-term treatment study were272

obtained from the Florida Alzheimer’s Disease Re-273

search Center’s colony of inbred mice having a mixed274

background of C57/B6,SJL/SW. All mice were gener-275

ated from a cross between heterozygous mice carrying276

the mutant A�PPK670N, M671L gene (A�PPsw)277

with heterozygous PS1 (Tg line 6.2) mice. After wean-278

ing and genotyping, only A�PPsw (Tg) and NT mice279

were selected for use in this long-term study. Lighting280

conditions and access to food/water were the same as 281

for mice of the acute treatment study, with all protocols 282

approved by the University of South Florida IACUC. 283

General protocol 284

At 10 months of age, A�PPsw (Tg) and NT litter- 285

mates were started on twice weekly gavage treatment 286

(100 �l) with “concentrated” regular coffee, “concen- 287

trated” decaffeinated coffee, or saline solution. Ten 288

month old A�PPsw mice of our inbred colony have 289

high brain A� levels, but do not yet have robust 290

A� deposition/deposits. Thus, this study was largely 291

“prevention-based” by involving Tg mice most asso- 292

ciated with the prodromal/mild cognitive impairment 293

(MCI) stage of Alzheimer’s disease. Coffee solu- 294

tions were prepared as in the acute study, with both 295

caffeinated and decaffeinated coffee solutions hav- 296

ing the same final concentration of non-caffeinergic 297

components. The final caffeinated coffee solution con- 298

tained 0.75 mg caffeine/100 �l and the decaffeinated 299

coffee solution contained 0.03 mg/100 �l. Thus, each 300

mouse being given caffeinated coffee received the 301

human equivalent of caffeine in 2 1/2 cups of cof- 302

fee twice weekly. Each Tg treatment group consisted 303

of 5–7 mice. At three months into bi-weekly gavage 304

treatment and at 13 months of age, mice were tested 305

for six successive days in the cognitive interference 306

task (see below). Because all NT mice exhibited very 307

good performance irrespective of treatment, they were 308

combined into a single NT group. On the day following 309

completion of behavioral testing, all mice were euth- 310

anized, at which time a blood sample was taken for 311

analysis of the same 12 cytokines as analyzed in the 312

acute study (see preceding section). 313

Cognitive interference task 314

We designed this task of working (short-term) mem- 315

ory measure-for-measure from a cognitive interference 316

task that easily discriminates normal aged, MCI, and 317

AD patients from one another [19]. The interference 318

testing protocol in humans consists of four measures, 319

only the first of which is relevant to the data being pre- 320

sented currently. This first measure, three-trial recall, 321

involves the subject being presented with ten objects 322

from “Bag A” and asked to recall the objects on three 323

successive trials thereafter, with a brief distraction 324

task between trials. Then, ten different objects from 325

“Bag |B” are presented to the subject, following which 326

they are ask to name as many of those 10 objects as pos- 327

sible (Proactive interference; measure 2). The subject is 328

ask to name as many of the objects from Bag A as pos- 329

sible (Retroactive interference; measure 3), followed 330
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by a 20 min delay, after which naming Bag A objects331

once again is requested (delayed recall; measure 4).332

Our analogous interference task for mice involves333

two radial arm water maze (RAWM) set-ups in two334

different rooms, each with different sets of visual cues.335

Animals are first tested in RAWM “A” for three succes-336

sive trials, then in RAWM “B” for one trial, followed337

by one trial back in RAWM “A”, and a final trial in338

RAWM “A” after a 20 min delay. The present study339

only presents the first measure (three trial recall) of340

this complex task to exemplify the link between plasma341

GCSF levels and cognitive performance in long-term342

treated mice; the full spectrum of measures will be343

presented in a separate study focusing on behavior.344

As such, the “three trial recall” measure currently pre-345

sented (utilizing only RAWM “A”) is essentially the346

same as the first three successive trials in our standard347

RAWM task. For this three trial recall measure, an alu-348

minum insert was placed into a 100 cm circular pool to349

create 6 radially distributed swim arms emanating from350

a central circular swim area. The number of errors prior351

to locating which one of the 6 swim arms contained a352

submerged escape platform (9 cm diameter) was deter-353

mined for 3 successive trials per day, with each error354

(wrong arm entry) resulting in the animal being pulled355

back to the start arm to make another choice. The plat-356

form location was changed daily to a different arm,357

with a different start arm semi-randomly selected from358

the remaining 5 swim arms each day as well. Animals359

were given 60 s to find the escape platform for each360

trial, with the number of errors and escape latency361

recorded for each trial. As a distractor between tri-362

als, animals were placed in a Y-maze and allowed to363

explore for 60 s between successive trials of the three-364

trial recall task. Animals were tested for six successive365

days, with statistical analysis performed over the three366

resultant 2-day blocks and overall. We have recently367

demonstrated the cognitive interference task’s utility in368

aged A�PPsw Tg mice, which show clear impairment369

in the task, as well as cognitive benefit in this task from370

treatment with the cRaf-1 inhibitor “Sorafenib” [20] or371

long-term exposure to electromagnetic fields [21].372

Statistical analysis373

All data was analyzed with ANOVA and followed374

by post hoc pair-by-pair differences between groups375

(planned comparisons), which was resolved using the376

Fisher LSD test. Pre- versus post-treatment measures377

were statistically evaluated using paired Student’s378

t-test. In order to determine if relationships were379

present between or among plasma and behavioral mea-380

sures, correlation analysis was performed using the 381

Systat analytical software package. All group compar- 382

isons were considered significant at p < 0.05. 383

RESULTS 384

Acute treatment study: Tg mice 385

In 6–8 month old A�PPsw+PS1(Tg) mice, a single 386

i.p. treatment with caffeine or various coffee solutions 387

had dramatically different effects on plasma cytokine 388

levels 3 h thereafter (Fig. 1). Evaluating the change 389

(post-pre treatment) in plasma levels of 12 cytokines 390

revealed that only three cytokines were significantly 391

affected by the various treatments: GCSF, IL-10, and 392

IL-6. Plasma levels of the remaining nine cytokines 393

(GM-CSF, IFN-�, IL-1�, IL4, IL-12(p40), IL-17, IP- 394

10, TNF�, and VEGF) were all unaffected by any 395

treatment administered in Tg mice. 396

For GCSF, plasma levels were unaffected by saline, 397

caffeine, or concentrated decaf treatment, as indexed 398

by the change in GCSF levels for post- versus pre- 399

treatment (Fig. 1). In sharp contrast, acute treatment 400

with either un-concentrated or concentrated coffee 401

resulted in a large increase in plasma GCSF lev- 402

els 3 h later, resulting in post-pre changes that were 403

highly significant compared to those for the other 404

three treatments (Fig. 1). These results were observed 405

whether evaluating the difference between post- and 406

pre-treatment levels (as depicted in Fig. 1), or by eval- 407

uating post-treatment GCSF levels alone (data not 408

presented). The elevation in plasma GCSF induced 409

by un-concentrated coffee was even higher than that 410

induced by concentrated coffee. Thus, caffeine and 411

some unidentified component of coffee synergize in 412

Tg mice to provide a large acute elevation of plasma 413

GCSF levels, an elevation that high caffeine levels 414

alone or non-caffeinergic coffee components alone 415

could not provide. 416

For both IL-10 and IL-6, plasma levels were also 417

unaffected by saline, caffeine, or concentrated decaf 418

treatment (Fig. 1). However, concentrated coffee treat- 419

ment resulted in large post-treatment elevations in 420

plasma levels of both IL-10 and IL-6. Un-concentrated 421

coffee treatment induced a similarly large change in 422

plasma IL-10 levels. However, the change in plasma 423

IL-6 for this group was significantly less than that for 424

concentrated coffee and failed to reach significance 425

compared to the change in IL-6 levels for the other 426

three treatment groups (“p” values between 0.07 and 427

0.10). 428
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Fig. 1. In 6–8 month old A�PPsw + PS1 (Tg) mice, acute treatment with coffee (concentrated or un-concentrated) substantially increased plasma
levels of GCSF, IL-10, and IL-6 at 3 h post-treatment, as indexed by the difference between post- and pre-treatment levels. Caffeine solution,
concentrated decaffeinated coffee treatment, or saline had no such effect on any of these cytokines. ***p < 0.000001 versus all three non-asterisk
groups; **p < 0.05 or higher level of significance versus all three non-asterisk groups; †p < 0.0001 versus concentrated coffee; #p < 0.02 or higher
level of significance versus all other groups.

Analysis of plasma caffeine levels in 3-hr post-429

treatment blood samples revealed the following430

rank order, with each group being significant dif-431

ferent in caffeine levels from all others: Caffeine432

solution > concentrated coffee > un-concentrated cof-433

fee > concentrated decaf (Fig. 2). The same rank order434

was evident for post-treatment plasma levels of the435

active caffeine metabolite theophylline. Thus, acute436

treatment with either the caffeine solution or concen-437

trated coffee resulted in the highest plasma levels of438

caffeine and theophylline in Tg mice. However, only439

coffee solutions were able to induce large increases in440

GCSF, IL-10, and IL-6.441

For the five treatment groups of Tg mice, blood lev-442

els of both A�1-40 and A� 1-42 were not significantly443

different in pre-treatment or post-treatment samples444

(Fig. 3a, d). As well, there were no pre-treatment ver-445

sus post-treatment significant differences in plasma446

A�1-40 or A�1-42 levels for any treatment group,447

although nearly significant pre- versus post-treatment448

reductions (p = 0.08 and 0.15, respectively) were evi-449

dent for Tg mice treated with caffeine solution. These450

strong trends suggested to us that significant reductions451

in blood A� levels were dependent on higher blood452

levels of caffeine. We therefore re-analyzed the pre-453

versus post-treatment data, including only those ani-454

mals with post-treatment caffeine levels >20,000 ng/ml455

irrespective of treatment group. The resultant “high456

caffeine level” group included all animals in the caf-457

feine solution group, as well as all but two animals in458

C
af

fe
in

e 
(n

g
/m

l)
 

T
h

eo
p

hy
lli

n
e 

(n
g

/m
l)

 

Fig. 2. In A�PPsw + PS1 (Tg) mice aged 6–8 months, acute
treatment with caffeine-containing solutions resulted in the fol-
lowing rank order of plasma caffeine and theophylline levels,
with each treatment group being significantly different from the
others: Caffeine solution > Concentrated Coffee > Un-concentrated
Coffee > Concentrated Decaffeinated Coffee. **p < 0.0005 or higher
levels of significance versus all others in plasma caffeine concentra-
tion; †p < 0.05 or higher levels of significance versus all others in
plasma theophylline concentration.

the concentrated coffee group. For this high caffeine 459

level group, pre- versus post-treatment plasma levels 460

of A�1-40 and A�1-42 were both significantly reduced 461

(Fig. 3b, e). Further underscoring the linkage between 462

higher-caffeine containing treatments and plasma A� 463
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. a, d) In 6–8 month old A�PPsw+PS1 (Tg) mice, plasma A�1-40 and A�1-42 levels were not affected by any of the acute treatments
administered, both in comparing post-treatment levels and pre- versus post-treatment levels. b, e) If only Tg mice with post-treatment caffeine
levels >20,000 ng/ml are included irrespective of treatment group, significant decreases in plasma A�1-40 and A�1-42 were evident 3 h following
treatment. *p < 0.01 versus pre-treatment level. c, f) Including Tg mice from all treatment groups, significant inverse correlations were present
between post-treatment plasma levels of caffeine and either A�1-40 (c) or A�1-42 (f). Higher plasma caffeine levels were associated with lower
plasma A� levels.

levels are the significant correlations that exist between464

plasma caffeine levels and both A� peptides for all465

Tg mice, irrespective of which treatment they received466

(Fig. 3c, f). Particularly noteworthy in both correla-467

tion graphs is a decrease not only in plasma A� with468

higher plasma caffeine levels, but a decrease in vari-469

ability among individual animals as plasma caffeine470

levels increase.471

Acute treatment study: NT mice472

In 6–8 month old NT littermate mice, very similar473

patterns of plasma cytokine change and caffeine/474

theophylline levels were present as in Tg mice. The475

same nine cytokines that were unaffected by any 476

treatment in Tg mice (GM-CSF, IFN-�, IL-1�, IL4, 477

IL-12(p40), IL-17, IP-10, TNF�, and VEGF) were 478

also unaffected in NT mice. Moreover, the same three 479

cytokines (e.g., GCSF, IL-10, and IL-6) that were 480

increased by un-concentrated or concentrated coffee 481

in Tg mice were similarly elevated by these two 482

treatments in NT mice (Fig. 4). Also as with Tg 483

mice, none of the other three treatments induced an 484

appreciable increase in these three cytokines. These 485

results were observed whether evaluating the differ- 486

ence between post- and pre-treatment cytokine levels 487

(as depicted in Fig. 4), or by evaluating post-treatment 488

levels alone. Most notably, plasma GCSF levels in NT 489
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Fig. 4. In 6–8 month old non-transgenic (NT) mice, acute treatment with coffee (concentrated or un-concentrated) substantially increased plasma
levels of GCSF, IL-10, and IL-6 at 3 h post-treatment, as indexed by the difference between post- and pre-treatment levels. Caffeine solution,
concentrated decaffeinated coffee, or saline treatment had no such effect on any of these cytokines. ***p < 0.02 or higher level of significance vs
all three non-asterisk groups; **p < 0.01 or higher level of significance versus all other groups; *p < 0.05 or higher level of significance versus
all three non-asterisk group.

mice were greatly and similarly increased at 3 h follow-490

ing un-concentrated or concentrated coffee treatment491

(Fig. 4). All three other treatments (saline, caffeine492

solution, concentrated decaf) failed to induce substan-493

tive increases in plasma GCSF. Thus, the ability of494

coffee (un-concentrated and concentrated) to enhance495

plasma GCSF levels was independent of genotype.496

Further underscoring the universality of this effect, we497

have seen the same elevation in plasma GCSF (as well498

as IL-10 and IL-6) induced by coffee, but none of the499

other treatments, in several other genotypes, namely500

A�PPsw mice and mutant PS1 mice (data not shown).501

Analysis of plasma caffeine and theophylline levels502

in post-treatment blood samples from NT mice (Fig. 5)503

revealed the same general levels and inter-group rela-504

tionships as seen for Tg mice (Fig. 2). Specifically, NT505

mice treated with either caffeine solution or concen-506

trated coffee had caffeine and theophylline levels that507

were substantially higher than those in the other three508

treatment groups (Fig. 5). Thus, as was the case for509

Tg mice, treatment with either the caffeine solution or510

concentrated coffee resulted in high plasma caffeine511

and theophylline levels. Yet only the two coffee solu-512

tions (un-concentrated and concentrated) were able to513

induce large increases in GCSF, IL-10, and IL-6.514

Long-term treatment study515

In this study, 10 month old A�PPsw (Tg) mice516

were given twice-weekly gavage treatment with either517

C
af
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Fig. 5. In non-transgenic (NT) mice aged 6–8 months, acute treat-
ment resulted in much higher plasma caffeine levels in mice given
either caffeine solution or concentrated coffee, compared to the
other three treatment groups. **p < 0.000001 versus caffeine levels
in saline, concentrated decaf, and un-concentrated coffee groups;
†p < 0.05 or higher level of significance versus Concentrated Decaf
group. Plasma theophylline levels in the same post-treatment blood
samples were highest with caffeine treatment, followed by con-
centrated coffee treatment; both of these groups had theophylline
levels significantly higher than the other three treatment groups.
***p < 0.00005 versus all other groups; *p < 0.002 or higher level
of significance versus all other groups.

saline, decaffeinated coffee (concentrated), or caf- 518

feinated (concentrated) coffee. At three months into 519

treatment, mice were tested for 3-Trial Recall in the 520
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. a, c) A�PPsw (Tg) mice were cognitively evaluated at three months into bi-weekly gavage treatment with decaffeinated coffee, coffee,
or saline control. In the 3-Trial Recall measure of the cognitive interference task, both Tg controls and Tg mice being treated with decaffeinated
coffee (Tg+Decaf) were impaired in both errors (a) and escape latency (c) compared to NT controls. By contrast, Tg mice being given chronic
coffee treatment showed performance levels in both measures that were no different from NT controls. Performance of all Tg groups for
both measures was indexed and statistically evaluated as percent change from the performance of NT controls. *p < 0.05 or higher level of
significance versus NT controls. b, d) Irrespective of whether decaf or coffee treatment was given to Tg mice, their errors and latency in 3-Trial
Recall were both inversely correlated with plasma GCSF levels. Better cognitive performance was present in Tg mice with higher plasma GCSF
levels.

cognitive interference task of working memory over521

three 2-day blocks. For the final block of testing, Tg522

control mice were substantially impaired in work-523

ing memory as indexed by both errors and escape524

latency (Fig. 6a, c), with NT controls indexed to 100%525

for both measures. Tg mice treated long-term with526

decaffeinated coffee solution exhibited no significant527

improvement in performance, as they performed sim-528

ilar to Tg controls. By sharp contrast, Tg mice treated529

long-term with coffee had 3-Trial Recall that was530

no different from NT controls (Fig. 6a, c). Plasma531

GCSF levels from individual Tg mice irrespective of 532

coffee- or decaffeinated-coffee treatment revealed an 533

inverse correlation with both errors and latency in 3- 534

Trial Recall (Fig. 6b, d). Tg mice with higher plasma 535

GCSF levels had better 3-Trial Recall performance, as 536

indexed by both errors and latency. None of the other 11 537

cytokines (including IL-6 and IL-10) had plasma lev- 538

els that were correlated with 3-Trial Recall. Therefore, 539

better cognitive performance in Tg mice was selec- 540

tively linked to higher plasma GCSF levels among the 541

various cytokines. 542
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DISCUSSION543

A variety of epidemiologic studies have reported that544

either caffeine or coffee habitual intake reduces the risk545

of age-related cognitive impairment and AD [1–8]. Our546

studies in AD transgenic mice further support habitual547

caffeine intake as protective against AD [9]. However,548

the effects of caffeine have never been compared to549

those of coffee in a controlled AD-related study; this,550

to determine if non-caffeinergic components of coffee551

beneficially interact with caffeine to provide enhanced552

protective effects against AD. The present study is553

the first to address this issue in reporting that cof-554

fee (but not caffeine or decaffeinated coffee) induces555

large elevations in plasma GCSF, Il-10, and Il-6 lev-556

els in both AD transgenic and normal mice. The large557

coffee-induced increase in plasma GCSF elevations is558

of particular importance because only plasma GCSF559

levels (among all cytokines evaluated) are correlated560

with enhanced cognitive performance of AD trans-561

genic mice following long-term coffee or decaf coffee562

treatment. Since plasma GCSF levels are substantially563

reduced early in AD [22] and such deficient hematopoi-564

etic support appears contributory to AD pathogenesis565

[23, 24], coffee-induced GCSF stimulation could be566

a new, disease-modifying therapeutic for reducing the567

risk of AD.568

GCSF (filgastrim) is one of several hematopoietic569

growth factors (along with GM-CSF and M-CSF)570

that control production of circulating blood cells by571

the bone marrow. Both GCSF and its receptor are572

expressed in neurons and neural progenitor cells that573

reside in the hippocampal neurogenic niche [25].574

Although GCSF has been used primarily as an agent575

to treat leukopenia, GCSF has also been studied in576

animal models of stroke where it has been reported to577

reduce brain damage and improve outcome [26–29].578

Importantly, plasma levels of GCSF are decreased in579

early AD [22] and GCSF is one of 18 plasma signaling580

proteins that are collectively predictive of conversion581

from MCI to AD [23].582

In the present study, acute administration of coffee583

(but not caffeine or decaffeinated coffee), induced a584

large increase in plasma GCSF levels 3 h thereafter.585

This coffee-induced increase in GCSF was indepen-586

dent of genotype in that it was seen not only in587

A�PPsw+PS1 mice, but also in non-transgenic mice,588

A�PPsw mice, and PS1 mice. Although caffeine treat-589

ment or concentrated coffee treatment both resulted590

in high plasma levels of caffeine and theophylline591

(a major metabolite of caffeine) in both AD trans-592

genic and NT mice, only coffee solutions were able593

to induce large increases in GCSF (as well as IL-10 594

and IL-6); high plasma caffeine or decaffeinated coffee 595

levels were insufficient for doing so. Moreover, these 596

cytokine enhancements induced only by coffee solu- 597

tions did not involve non-specific pH effects because 598

all solutions had their pH measured and adjusted to pH 599

5.3 (the pH of coffee). 600

Whether or not the “acute” elevation in plasma 601

GCSF levels with coffee administration would be 602

seen with “chronic” coffee administration is not know. 603

Indeed, no long-term study has yet compared oral 604

caffeine to oral coffee to determine if coffee pro- 605

vides enhanced cognition relevant to AD. However, the 606

present study did evaluate the effects of twice-weekly 607

oral treatment with coffee for three months in 10 month 608

old A�PPsw mice. Coffee treatment, but not decaf- 609

feinated coffee treatment, was found to enhance 3-Trial 610

Recall in the cognitive interference task of working 611

memory. Since treatment was given every 72 h in this 612

study, the cognitive-enhancing ability of coffee must 613

have involved a mechanism that out-lives the presence 614

of coffee’s various components in plasma. We believe 615

that mechanism likely involves long-term enhance- 616

ment of plasma GCSF levels by coffee. Supportive of 617

this premise is our finding that cognitive performance 618

in Tg mice of this long-term treatment study was corre- 619

lated with their plasma GCSF levels. This correlation 620

with cognitive performance was not seen for any of the 621

other 11 plasma cytokines evaluated. 622

Why might a coffee-induced chronic elevation in 623

plasma GCSF levels provide cognitive protection 624

against AD over and above protection provided by caf- 625

feine? We recently treated A�PPsw+PS1 mice (from 626

the same inbred colony as used in the present study) 627

with human GCSF daily for less than three weeks 628

[18]. GCSF treatment resulted in decreased brain A� 629

deposition in Tg mice, along with an ensuing improve- 630

ment in cognitive performance to the level of NT 631

controls. Key to the reduction in brain A� deposi- 632

tion was a GCSF-induced increase in brain microglial 633

activity, which included GCSF-stimulation of blood 634

stem cells in bone marrow to differentiate into mono- 635

cytes. These recruited monocytes then traveled via 636

blood to the brain, where they further differentiated 637

into microglial cells to engulfed A� deposits along 638

with GCSF-activated microglia already resident in 639

the brain [18]. Parenthetically, this GCSF-induced 640

enhancement of microglial activation did not involve 641

an increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines within the 642

brain. Also contributory to the cognitive improve- 643

ment of GCSF-treated Tg mice was an increase in 644

hippocampal synaptic volume and augmented hip- 645
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pocampal neurogenesis. Thus, three complimentary646

mechanisms of GCSF-induced cognitive improvement647

were identified, and these same three mechanisms648

could be involved (along with caffeine’s mechanisms)649

in the enhanced cognitive performance induced by650

coffee treatment in the present study. Coffee-induced651

increases in plasma GCSF levels could be critically652

important to humans in the early stages of AD, wherein653

plasma GCSF levels are appreciably reduced [22].654

Indeed, we have provided evidence that individuals655

with Rheumatoid Arthritis have a reduced risk of656

AD because of their innate elevation of the blood657

hematopoietic cytokines GCSF and GMCSF [30].658

Along with GCSF, the present study found two other659

cytokines (IL-10 and IL-6) to be selectively increased660

in plasma following acute coffee administration. GCSF661

mobilizes/stimulates monocytes to produce IL-10 [31],662

so it is not surprising to find plasma levels of this key663

anti-inflammatory cytokine to be increased. In con-664

trast to IL-10, IL-6 is a “pro-inflammatory” cytokine,665

chronically elevated in AD and thought to be con-666

tributory to the disease’s continual brain inflammation667

[32]. Inasmuch as IL-6 is structurally similar to GCSF668

and in the same tri-cytokine family, it is also not669

surprising that IL-6 was elevated along with GCSF670

following acute coffee administration. In fact, IL-6671

appears to compliment the ability of GCSF to differ-672

entiate blood stem cells into monocytes by inducing673

migration of such monocytes into the brain [33], where674

they become microglia to actively ingest deposited A�675

[18]. IL-6 also plays an essential role in the final dif-676

ferentiation of B-cells into Ig-secreting cells, and thus677

stimulates Ig production. Indeed, increased plasma lev-678

els of IL-6 may have beneficial effects against AD to679

increase plasma levels of anti-A� antibodies through680

an immunotherapeutic action similar to that of current681

clinical trials with IVIG treatment [34]. Thus, the three682

cytokines elevated by acute coffee treatment (GCSF,683

IL-10, IL-6) could provide complimentary and inter-684

related beneficial effects against AD, if future studies685

show that all three remain elevated with chronic coffee686

treatment.687

Undoubtedly, the most researched component in688

coffee is caffeine. Our prior work has established689

that long-term oral administration of caffeine protects690

young adult AD Tg mice from otherwise inevitable691

cognitive impairment later in life [9], as well as reverses692

established cognitive impairment in older Tg mice693

[10]. The multiple mechanisms responsible for these694

cognitive benefits in Tg mice include caffeine’s ability695

to: 1) suppress both �- and �-secretase, thus decreas-696

ing brain A� production [9, 10], 2) decrease brain697

levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines [11], 3) favor- 698

ably affect signal transduction factors (e.g., PKA, 699

phospho-CREB, phospho-ERK) involved in neuronal 700

plasticity and survival (Zeitlin et al., submitted), and 701

4) enhance brain mitochondrial function (Bradshaw 702

et al., submitted). Given that the most important of 703

these caffeinergic mechanisms against AD is suppres- 704

sion of brain A� production (#1), even a single caffeine 705

treatment reduces both brain and plasma A� levels 706

in AD mice within only 2, 3 h [11]. Results from the 707

present study mirror this prior findings in that Tg mice 708

exhibiting high plasma caffeine levels (>20,000 ng/ml) 709

at 3 h following acute treatment also had substantially 710

decreased plasma levels of both A�1-40 and A�1-42 711

at that time point. Moreover, significant inverse cor- 712

relations were evident post-treatment between plasma 713

caffeine levels and plasma A� levels for all Tg mice 714

collectively. 715

The above caffeine-mediated mechanisms against 716

AD, in combination with multiple anti-AD mecha- 717

nisms provided by other components of coffee (e.g., 718

anti-inflammatory, antioxidant actions) endow a sin- 719

gle dietary product (coffee) with an unparalleled array 720

of therapeutic interventions against AD. Moreover, as 721

the present study demonstrates for the first time, caf- 722

feine and some as-yet unidentified other component 723

of coffee synergize to provide plasma elevations in 724

key cytokines that can further counter AD pathogene- 725

sis. It is entirely possible that the component of coffee 726

that synergizes with caffeine was removed during the 727

decaffeination process, in which case that component 728

cannot be brought back simply with the addition of caf- 729

feine to decaffeinated coffee. Thus, it will take more 730

studies to identify the synergizing constituent. 731

Especially since AD pathogenesis begins several 732

decades before the disease is diagnosed, interventions 733

should start no later than mid-life (40 s–50 s) to be most 734

effective. These mid-life interventions include a diet 735

high in fruits/vegetables, as well as keeping blood pres- 736

sure and LDL cholesterol normal. We believe moderate 737

coffee intake should be added to this list of mid-life 738

interventions to reduce risk of AD later in life. For most 739

adults, coffee’s multiple beneficial constituents are safe 740

at moderate consumption levels of 4, 5 cups/day, a level 741

of intake that was protective in our AD mouse studies 742

[9] and a level that appears to be risk-reducing against 743

a variety of age-related diseases, including AD [12]. 744

In summary, we have discovered that caffeine syn- 745

ergizes with another component of coffee to increase 746

plasma levels of several cytokines beneficial against 747

AD (mostly notably GCSF). This synergy, in concert 748

with the additional benefits against AD provided by 749
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caffeine and the non-caffeinergic components of cof-750

fee separately, underscores coffee as a premiere dietary751

protection against AD.
752
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